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Abstract
We study distributivity properties of ideals on P().
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0. Introduction
The paper is a contribution to the study of partition relations on P(),  an inﬁnite
cardinal. A prominent problem in this area is to determine whether I+, → (I+,)2 (see the
next section for deﬁnitions) holds, and more generally whether J+ → (J+)2 holds for a
given ideal J on P(). On the positive side, it was shown in [9] that J+ → (J+)2 holds in
case cof(J )< add(measure), where add(measure) is the least cardinality of any collection
X of measure zero subsets ofR such that ∪X is not measure zero. The result can be applied
to I, by using the fact that cof(I,) = . On the negative side, Baumgartner (see [1])
showed that I+, → (I+,)2 fails if ℵ0 for every cardinal < . The same conclusion
is derived from a stronger assumption (namely ℵ0 = ) in [4] where the result is attributed
to Laver. Baumgartner’s result implies that I+, → (I+,)2 fails for all uncountable ’s
under GCH.
1 Some of the results ﬁrst appeared in the author’s doctoral dissertation (Caen, 1998).
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A partition property such as J+ → (J+)2 can be seen as the conjunction of three
properties: a distributivity property, a property of type P-point and a property of type Q-
point. In this paper we deal with the ﬁrst two, i.e. distributivity and P-pointness, but we do
so in the context of the weaker partition property J+ →≺ (J
+)2.
The partition property can be weakened further by considering the square bracket re-
lation J+ →≺ [J
+]2. Here we prove one half (see [6] for the other half) of the following
improvement of Baumgartner’s result: I+,
→≺ [I
+
,]2 fails if d and u(1,) for ev-
ery uncountable cardinal < . In particular, I+,
→≺ [I
+
,]2 (and therefore I+,
→≺ (I
+
,)
2)
fails for =n,n ∈ , in case d. The proof is amodiﬁcation ofBaumgartner’s argument.
Our original motivation for studying Baumgartner’s proof was to determine whether
the failure of I+, → (I+,)2 was due to poor distributivity or lack of Q-pointness. As it
turned out (see [6]), in case cf() = , there is not one, but two reasons for the failure of
I+, → (I+,)2, and so our approach was in a sense misguided.
In Section 1 we recall various deﬁnitions and basic facts. Section 2 revolves round the
result that I, is almost (, 2)-distributive in case cf()>. In Section 3 we prove our
main result and derive from it several corollaries. For example, assuming GCH, I, is not
almost (1, 2)-distributive if cf()= , and not almost (, 2)-distributive otherwise.
1. Ideals
In this section, we recall a few basic deﬁnitions and review some elementary facts. Let
us start with the notion of ideal on .
An ideal on  is a collection H of subsets of  such that (i)  ⊆ H , (ii) A ∪ B ∈ H
whenever A,B ∈ H , (iii) P(A) ⊆ H for all A ∈ H , and (iv)  /∈H .
Given an ideal H on , we set H+ = P()−H and let cof(H) be the least cardinality
of any X ⊆ H such that H =⋃A∈XP (A).
Let us now turn to ideals on the two-cardinal structure P().
Let ,  be two cardinals such that  equals  or 1 and .
P(A)= {a ⊆ A : |a|<} for a set A.
Let â = {b ∈ P() : a ⊆ b} for a ∈ P().
I, is the set of all A ⊆ P() such that A ∩ â = ∅ for some a ∈ P().
An ideal onP() is a collection J of subsets ofP() such that (i) I, ⊆ J , (ii)A∪B ∈ J
whenever A,B ∈ J , (iii) P(A) ⊆ J for all A ∈ J , and (iv) P() /∈ J .
Given an ideal J on P(), we let J+ = P(P())− J and
J |A= {B ⊆ P() : A ∩ B ∈ J }
for A ∈ J+. cof(J ) is the least cardinality of any X ⊆ J such that J =⋃A∈XP (A).
It is easy to see that I, is an ideal on P().
It was shown in [9] that cof(I,|A)= for every inﬁnite cardinal  and everyA ∈ I+,.
Let  be an uncountable cardinal.
u(1,) denotes the least cardinality of any A ∈ I+1,.
The following is well known (e.g. see [3]).
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Lemma 1.1. (i) u(1,).
(ii) cf(u(1,))>.
(iii) u(1,+)= + · u(1,).
(iv) If  is a limit cardinal of uncountable coﬁnality, then u(1,) =⋃∈X u(1, ),
where X is the set of all uncountable cardinals <.
The following is well known (e.g. see [2, Theorem 1.3.13]).
Lemma 1.2. Assume the covering lemma holds with respect to an inner model for GCH.
Then u(1,)= + if cf()= , and u(1,)=  otherwise.
It is well known (e.g. see [5]) that the assumption of Lemma 1.2 holds if there is no inner
model with a measurable cardinal.
Let us next introduce three combinatorial properties.
Let  be an inﬁnite cardinal, and J an ideal on P().
J is a weak -point if given f ∈ J , and A ∈ J+, there is B ∈ J+ ∩ P(A) such that
B ∩ f (∪(a ∩ )) ∈ I, for every a ∈ B.
For a, b ∈ P(), put a ≺ b just in case a ⊂ b and ∪(a ∩ )< ∪ (b ∩ ).
J is a weak Q-pointw.r.t.≺ if given f ∈ (P()) andA ∈ J+, there is B ∈ J+ ∩P(A)
such that f (∪(a ∩)) ⊆ b for all a, b ∈ B with a ≺ b.
Let  be an inﬁnite cardinal . Then J is almost (, 2)-distributive if given f :  →
P(P()) and A ∈ J+, there is B ∈ J+ ∩ P(A) such that
{B ∩ f (∪(a ∩ )), B − f (∪(a ∩ ))} ∩ J = ∅
for every a ∈ B.
Let us now introduce various partition relations.
J+ → (J+)2 means that given F : P() × P() → 2 and A ∈ J+, there is B ∈
J+ ∩ P(A) such that F is constant on {(a, b) ∈ B × B : a ⊂ b}.
J+ →(J+)2 means that given F : ×P()→ 2 andA ∈ J+, there isB ∈ J+∩P(A)
such that F is constant on
{(∪(a ∩), b) : a, b ∈ B and ∪ (a ∩ )< ∪ (b ∩ )}.
It is shown in [7] that J+ →(J+)2 holds if cof(J )< cov(meager), where cov(meager) is
the least cardinal  such that R is the union of  meager subsets.
J+ →≺ (J
+)2 means that given F : ×P()→ 2 andA ∈ J+, there isB ∈ J+∩P(A)
such that F is constant on
{(∪(a ∩), b) : a, b ∈ B and a ≺ b}.
Note that this third partition relation is weaker than the ﬁrst two. It is easy to see that
J+ →≺ (J
+)2 if and only if given f : → P(P()) andA ∈ J+, there is B ∈ J+ ∩P(A)
such that for every a ∈ B, either {b ∈ B : a ≺ b} ⊆ f (∪(a ∩ )) or {b ∈ B : a ≺
b} ∩ f (∪(a ∩ ))= ∅. Hence the following holds.
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Lemma 1.3. The following are equivalent:
(i) J+ →≺ (J
+)2.
(ii) J is almost (, 2)-distributive, a weak Q-point w.r.t. ≺ and a weak -point.
Finally, J+ →≺ [J
+]2 means that given F :  × P() →  and A ∈ J+, there are
B ∈ J+ ∩ P(A) and <  such that F(∪(a ∩ , b)) =  for all a, b ∈ B with a ≺ b.
Let us now introduce the cardinal characteristic aJ .
M∞J is the set of all inﬁnite Q ⊆ J+ such that (i) A ∩ B ∈ J whenever A,B are two
distinct members of Q, and (ii) for every C ∈ J+, there is A ∈ Q with A ∩ C ∈ J+.
Thus,M∞J is the set of all inﬁnite maximal antichains in the partially ordered set (J+,⊆).
aJ is the least cardinality of any member ofM∞J ifM∞J = ∅, and aJ = (2)+ otherwise.
Finally we consider various dominating numbers.
The dominating number d is the least cardinality of any G ⊆  with the property that
given f ∈ , one can ﬁnd g ∈ G such that f (n)g(n) for all n ∈ .
Let 	 be an inﬁnite cardinal.
d,	 is the least cardinality of any G ⊆ (P(	)) such that given f ∈ (P(	)), there
is g ∈ G with the property that f (n) ⊆ g(n) for all n ∈ .
Lemma 1.4. d,	 is the least cardinality of any H ⊆ (P(	)) with the property that for
every f ∈ (P(	)), there is h ∈ H such that |{n ∈  : f (n)h(n)}|<ℵ0.
Proof. Clearly, it sufﬁces to show that d,	 |H | whenever H is as in the statement of the
lemma. Thus, ﬁx such an H. Set A = {h(n) : h ∈ H and n ∈ }. Note that A ∈ I+,	. For
h ∈ H and a ∈ A, deﬁne gah ∈ (P(	)) by gah(n) = a ∪ h(n). It is simple to see that for
every f ∈ (P(	)), there are h ∈ H and a ∈ A such that f (n) ⊆ gah(n) for all n ∈ .
Hence
d,	 |H | · |A| |H | · |H | · ℵ0 = |H |. 
d,	 can be computed as follows.
Lemma 1.5. d,	 = d if 	= , and d,	 = d · u(1, 	) otherwise.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst show that dd,	. Select G ⊆ (P(	)) so that |G| = d,	 and given
f ∈ (P(	)), there is g ∈ G with the property that f (n) ⊆ g(n) for all n ∈ . For
g ∈ G, deﬁne ĝ ∈  by ĝ(n) = ∪( ∩ g(n)). Now given k ∈ , pick v ∈ G so that
{k(n)} ⊆ v(n) for all n ∈ . Then clearly k(n) v̂(n) for every n ∈ .
Assume that 	>. Forg ∈ G (whereG is as above), set ag=∪ ran(g). Given b ∈ P1(	),
deﬁne f ∈ (P(	)) so that b=∪ ran(f ). Pickw ∈ G so that f (n) ⊆ w(n) for all n ∈ .
Then b ⊆ aw. Thus {ag : g ∈ G} ∈ I+1,	 and therefore d,	u(1, 	). Next, let us prove
that d,	d · u(1, 	). Fix C ∈ I+1,	 with |C| = u(1, 	), and select H ⊆  so that|H | = d and given j ∈ , there is h ∈ H such that j (n)h(n) for all n ∈ . Let C′ be
the set of all inﬁnite members of C. For c ∈ C′, pick a bijection ic : → c. For h ∈ H and
c ∈ C′, deﬁne qch ∈ (P(	)) by qch(n) = {ic(m) : m<h(n)}. Now given p ∈ (P(	)),
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there is d ∈ C′ such that ∪ ran(p) ⊆ d . Deﬁne j ∈  so that p(n) ⊆ {id(m) : m<j(n)}
for every n ∈ . Pick r ∈ H so that j (n)r(n) for all n ∈ . Then clearly p(n) ⊆ qdr (n)
for all n ∈ .
It remains to show that d,d. Let H be as above. Given & ∈ (P()), select s ∈ H
so that (∪&(n))+1s(n) for all n ∈ . Obviously, s ∈ (P()). Moreover, &(n) ⊆ s(n)
for every n ∈ . 
Lemma 1.6. Assume cf(	)>. Then d,	 = 	 · (
⋃
∈X d

,), where X is the set of all
inﬁnite cardinals < 	.
Proof. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5. 
The following basic observation will be very useful to us.
Lemma 1.7. Assuming cf(	)>, the following are equivalent:
(i) 	= d · u(1, 	).
(ii) 	d and 	u(1,) for every uncountable cardinal < 	.
Proof. By Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6. 
2. Distributivity
The results in this section are intended to provide some background for our recasting of
Baumgartner’s result.
Throughout the section  and J will denote, respectively, an inﬁnite cardinal and an ideal
on P().
We will show that if cof(J ) is “small”, then J is both almost (, 2)-distributive and a
weak -point.
The pseudo-intersection number pJ of J is deﬁned as follows.
Let PJ consist of all Z ⊆ J+ such that (i) ∩Y ∈ J+ for every nonempty ﬁnite subset Y
of Z, and (ii) for every A ∈ J+, there is B ∈ Z with A− B ∈ J+.
pJ is the least cardinality of any Z ∈ PJ if PJ = ∅, and pJ = (2)+ otherwise.
Notice that pJ . The following is straightforward.
Proposition 2.1. If pJ >, then J is almost (, 2)-distributive.
“pJ = ” has an interesting consequence as well.
Lemma 2.2. aJ pJ .
Proof. GivenQ ∈ M∞J , put Z={P()−A : A ∈ Q}. Let us show that Z ∈ PJ . Clearly,
J+ ∩ {C − (P() − A) : A ∈ Q} = ∅ for every C ∈ J+. Now let R be a nonempty
ﬁnite subset of Q. Pick B ∈ Q− R. As⋃A∈R(B ∩A) ∈ J , we have B − (∪R) ∈ J+ and
therefore
⋂
A∈R(P()− A) ∈ J+. 
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Proposition 2.3. The following are equivalent:
(i) pJ = ,
(ii) aJ = .
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Assume pJ = , and let An ∈ J+ for n ∈  be such that (0) An ⊆ Am
for allm<n, and (1) for every B ∈ J+, there is n ∈  with B −An ∈ J+. Given B ∈ J+,
let k be the smallest n such that B −An ∈ J+. Then B ∩ (P()−A0) ∈ J+ if k= 0, and
B ∩ (Ak−1 − Ak) ∈ J+ otherwise. HenceQ ∈ M∞J , where
Q= J+ ∩ ({P()− A0} ∪ {A&−1 − A& : & ∈ − {0}}).
(ii)→ (i): By Lemma 2.2. 
Let us next consider the degree of weak P-pointness J of J.
Let
J be the set of all X ⊆ J for which one can ﬁnd A ∈ J+ such that
I+, ∩ {B ∩ C : C ∈ X} = ∅
for all B ∈ J+ ∩ P(A).
We let J be the least cardinality of any X ∈ 
J if
J = ∅, and J = (2)+ otherwise.
Observe that J . The following explains our interest in J .
Proposition 2.4. The following are equivalent:
(i) J >.
(ii) J is a weak -point.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Trivial.
(ii)→ (i): Assume J is a weak -point, and ﬁx f ∈ J and A ∈ J+. Deﬁne g ∈ J by
g(n)=⋃mn f (m). Now pick B ∈ J+ ∩ P(A) so that B ∩ g(∪(a ∩)) ∈ I, for every
a ∈ B. Then B ∩ f (m) ∈ I, for all m ∈ . 
Note that pJ ∩ J can be characterized as follows.
Lemma 2.5. pJ ∩J is the least cardinality of anyZ ⊆ J+ such that (i)∩Y ∈ J+ for every
nonempty ﬁnite subset Y of Z, and (ii) for everyA ∈ J+, there is B ∈ Z withA−B ∈ I+,.
Proof. It is easy to see that M∞J = ∅ if there is A ∈ J+ with I+, ∩ P(A) ⊆ J+, and
J cof(J )2 otherwise. Hence by Lemma 2.2, pJ ∩ J 2, from which the desired
result readily follows. 
Assume >. We deﬁneS : ×P(P())→ P(P(−)) andW : P(P())→
P() by
S(n,A)= {b ∈ P(− ) : (n+ 1) ∪ b ∈ A}
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and
W(A)= {n ∈  : (∀c ∈ P(− ))(∃b ∈S(n,A)) c ⊆ b}.
For each ideal H on , we let H = {A ⊆ P() :W(A) ∈ H }.
Lemma 2.6. Assume that > and H is an ideal on . Then H is an ideal on P().
Moreover, cof(H)cof(H) · d · u(1, ).
Proof. It is simple to see that (a) W(B) ⊆ W(A) whenever B ⊆ A ⊆ P(), (b)
W(A ∪ B) =W(A) ∪W(B) for all A,B ⊆ P(), (c) W(A) ∈ P() for every
A ∈ I,, and (d)W(P())= . It easily follows that H is an ideal on P().
To establish the second assertion, let Y ⊆ H be such that |Y | = cof(H) and H =⋃
S∈YP (S). By Lemma 1.5, there is F ⊆ (P(− )) such that |F | = d · u(1, ) and{f ∈ F : (∀n ∈ )g(n) ⊆ f (n)} = ∅ for all g ∈ (P(− )). Set
A= {a ∈ P() : a ∩  = (∪(a ∩ ))+ 1},
BS =
⋃
m∈S
{(m+ 1) ∪ c : c ∈ P(− )}
for S ∈ Y , and
Cf =
⋃
n∈
{(n+ 1) ∪ b : b ∈ P(− ) and f (n)b}
for f ∈ F . SinceW(A)= ∅, A ∈ H. It is readily checked that
H =
⋃
S∈Y
⋃
f∈F
P (A ∪ BS ∪ Cf ). 
We are now done with the preparatory work and can state the result we were after.
Proposition 2.7. (i) d, is the least cardinal  for which one can ﬁnd an ideal K on P()
such that cof(K)=  and K = .
(ii) d, is the least cardinal  for which one can ﬁnd an ideal K on P() such that
cof(K)=  and pK = .
Proof. Assume cof(J )< d,, and let An ∈ J+ for n ∈  with A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ A2 ⊇ · · · .
Pick X ⊆ J so that |X|< d, and J =
⋃
B∈XP (B). For B ∈ X, deﬁne fB ∈ (P())
so that fB(n) ∈ An−B. Select g ∈ (P()) so that for every B ∈ X, there is n ∈  with
g(n)fB(n). Set C =⋃n∈(An − ĝ(n)). Then C ∈ J+ since for every B ∈ X, there is
n ∈ with fB(n) ∈ C. Moreover, givenm ∈ , we haveC−Am ⊆⋃n<m(An− ĝ(n))and
consequently C − Am ∈ I,. Hence pJ ∩ J > by Lemma 2.5.
By (the proof of) Proposition 3.3 of [8], there is an ideal H on  with the following
properties: (0) cof(H)= d; (1) there are Am ∈ H+ for m ∈  such that A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ A2 ⊇
· · · and H+ ∩ {B − Am : m ∈ } = ∅ for every B ∈ H+; and (2) there are A ∈ H+ and
Bq ∈ H for q ∈  such that {C ∩ Bq : q ∈ } − P() = ∅ for every C ∈ H+ ∩ P(A).
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Assuming >, set K =H. Then by Lemmas 2.6 and 1.5, K is an ideal on P() and
cof(K)d,. Deﬁne : P()→ P(P()) by
(R)=
⋃
n∈R
{(n+ 1) ∪ b : b ∈ P(− )}.
Then (Am) ∈ K+ for all m ∈ . Moreover, (A0) ⊇ (A1) ⊇ (A2) ⊇ · · ·. Given
D ∈ K+, there ism such thatW(D)−Am ∈ H+. Then T ∈ K+∩P(D−(Am)), where
T = {a ∈ D : ∪(a ∩) ∈W(D)− Am}.
Thus pK = . Clearly, (A) ∈ K+ and (Bq) ∈ K for all q ∈ . Given G ∈ K+ ∩
P((A)), there is q ∈  such thatW(G) ∩ Bq /∈P(). Setting
S = {a ∈ G : ∪(a ∩ ) ∈W(G) ∩ Bq},
we have S ∈ I+, ∩ P(G ∩(Bq)). Hence K = .
Finally assume =.We setK={B∪W : B ∈ H andW ∈ I,}. ThenK is an ideal on
P().Moreover, cof(K)cof(H). Notice thatH+=K+∩P(), asH+ ⊆ I+,. Clearly,
{Bq : q ∈ } ∈ 
K and therefore K = . Given E ∈ K+, we ﬁnd that E −  ∈ K+ if
E∩ ∈ H , and (E∩)−Ar ∈ K+ for some r ∈  otherwise. Hence {A :  ∈ } ∈ PK ,
and consequently pK = . 
We let p, = pI,.
Corollary 2.8. If cf()= , then p,>.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7 and the fact that by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5, cf(d,)>. 
3. Non-distributivity
In this section we state our main result and some of its consequences.
Throughout the section  will denote an inﬁnite cardinal.
We deﬁne  by:  = 1 if cf()= , and  =  otherwise.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that d and u(1,) for every uncountable cardinal < .
Then there areA ∈ I+, andE ⊆ A for< and<  such that (i)E∩E=∅whenever
 = , (ii) for every a ∈ A, there are only ﬁnitely many <  such that a ∈⋃<E, and
(iii) given B ∈ I+, ∩ P(A) and < , there is b ∈ B such that B ∩ E∪(b∩) ∈ I+,.
Proof. For each inﬁnite ordinal < , select H ⊆ (P()) so that
(0) |H| = d,||;
(1) for every k ∈ (P()), there is h ∈ H such that k(n) ⊆ h(n) for all n ∈ ;
(2) if h ∈ H, then h(n) ⊆ h(m) for all n,m ∈  with n<m.
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By Lemma 1.5, there is a one-to-one  :  × H × (
⋃
<H) →  −  such
that (, f, g) for all g ∈ H. For each  ∈ ran(), let (, f, g) be such that
(, f, g)= .
Fix  ⊆ −  with ∪= .
Given  ∈ , put Z = {a ∈ P() : ∪a = }. Let z for < || be an enumeration
of the elements of Z. By induction on , we deﬁne a ∈ Z ∩ ẑ as follows. If z ⊆ a
for some < , we let a = a′ , where ′ is the least such . Otherwise deﬁne k > 0 and
i , pi, bi, ci, di for ik so that
(a) b0 = z;
(b) pi = |⋃j<i cj |;
(c) i = ∪(bi − {j : j < i}) ;
(d) i < if and only if i = k;
(e) bj+1 = bj ∪ dj ;
(f) if i /∈ ran(), then ci = di = ∅;
(g) if i ∈ ran(), then ci = fi (pi) and di = gi (pi).
Since dj ∈ P(j ) for every j < k, we have
= 0> 1> · · ·> k−1> k.
We put a= bk . Notice that a−={j : j < k}. For < and < , we put a inE if
and only if there is j < k such that j ∈ ran(), = j and  ∈ cj − (
⋃
r<j cr ). Having
deﬁned a for each , put A = {a : < ||}.
We set A=⋃∈A. Then clearly A ∈ I+, and (i) and (ii) both hold. Suppose toward a
contradiction that (iii) fails. Then there are B ∈ I+, ∩ P(A),<  and w :  → P()
such that
{a ∈ B ∩ E∪(b∩) : w(∪(b ∩ )) ⊆ a} = ∅
for every b ∈ B.
Pick x :  → B so that ∪(x() ∩ )< ∪ (x(′) ∩ ) whenever < ′<. We
deﬁne y ∈ B as follows. We put y = x if cf() = . Otherwise pick m for m ∈  so
that 0< 1< 2< · · ·<  and =
⋃
m∈ m. There arem ∈  and S ⊆ 1 such that|S| = ℵ1 and w(∪(x() ∩ 1)) ⊆ m for all  ∈ S. Select a one-to-one t ∈ S. We put
y = x ◦ t .
Set n = ∪(y(n) ∩ ) for n ∈ . Then select f ∈ H and g ∈
⋃
<H so that
for every n ∈ , n ∈ f (n) and w(n) ⊆ g(n). Now put = (, f, g).
Pick a ∈ B with  ∈ a. Let  = ∪a. In the notation above, there is a least < || such
that a = a. Moreover, there is j < k such that = j . Now
{n} ⊆ f (n)= fj (n) ⊆ fj (pj )= cj
for every npj , and therefore {n : npj } ⊆ cj . Hence as
|{n : npj }|>pj =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
r<j
cr
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
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there is npj such that n ∈ cj − (⋃r<j cr ). Then a ∈ En since =  = j . On the
other hand,
w(n) ⊆ g(n)= gj (n) ⊆ gj (pj )= dj ⊆ bj+1 ⊆ a,
and consequently a /∈En since B ∩ En ∩ ŵ(n) = ∅. This contradiction completes the
proof. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume that d and u(1,) for every uncountable cardinal < .
Then I, is not almost (, 2)-distributive.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, there are A ∈ I+, and E0 ⊆ A for < with the property
that for every B ∈ I+, ∩ P(A), one can ﬁnd b ∈ B such that
{B ∩ E∪(b∩)0 , B − E∪(b∩)0 } ⊆ I+,. 
Observe that there are arbitrarily large ’s such that d and u(1,) for every
uncountable cardinal < .
Let us for a while focus on the case cf() = .
Corollary 3.3. Assuming cf()>, the following are equivalent:
(i) d · u(1, )> .
(ii) p,>.
(iii) I, is almost (, 2)-distributive.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): By Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 1.5.
(ii)→ (iii): By Proposition 2.1.
(iii)→ (i): By Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 1.7. 
Let us now turn from distributivity to partition properties.
Corollary 3.4. Assume that > and =d ·u(1, ). Then I+,
→≺ [I
+
,]2 does not hold.
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, we can apply Proposition 3.1. Thus letA andE for < and < 
be as in the statement of Proposition 3.1. Deﬁne F : × P() →  so that F(, a)= 
for all a ∈ E. Given B ∈ I+, ∩P(A) and < , pick b ∈ B so that B ∩E∪(b∩) ∈ I+,.
We can ﬁnd c ∈ B ∩ E∪(b∩) so that b ≺ c. Clearly, F(∪(b ∩ ), c)= . 
Corollary 3.5. Assume the covering lemma holds with respect to an inner model forGCH.
Then I+,
→≺ [I
+
,]2 does not hold if d and cf()>.
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 and Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
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Corollary 3.6. Assume d<. Then I+,
→≺ [I
+
,]2 does not hold.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.4, since by Lemma 1.1 u(1,n) = n if
0<n<. 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is speciﬁc to the ideal I,, and one may wonder whether
there is a good reason for this. In particular, is it true that if =d ·u(1, ), then J →≺ [J
+]2
fails for every ideal J on P() with cof(J )= ? The answer is negative, as the following
shows.
Proposition 3.7. Assuming >, there is an ideal J on P() such that cof(J ) = d ·
u(1, ) and J+
→(J+)2.
Proof. Set J = H, where H = P(). Let us show that J+ →(J+)2. Thus let F :
 × P() → 2 and B ∈ J+. Note thatW(B) is an inﬁnite subset of . Select  ∈∏
n∈W(B)P (S(n, B)) and  : W(B) ×W(B) → 2 so that given n ∈ W(B), (a) {d ∈
(n) : c ⊆ d} = ∅ for every c ∈ P( − ), and (b) F(m, (n + 1) ∪ b) = (m, n) for
every b ∈ (n) and every m ∈ n ∩W(B). By Ramsey’s theorem [10], there is an inﬁnite
subset E ofW(B) such that  is constant on {(m, n) ∈ E × E : m<n}. Now set
C =
⋃
n∈E
{(n+ 1) ∪ b : b ∈ (n)}.
Obviously, C ⊆ B and F is constant on
{(∪(a ∩), b) : a, b ∈ C and ∪ (a ∩ )< ∪ (b ∩ )}.
Moreover, C ∈ J+ sinceW(C)= E.
We have cof(J )d · u(1, ) by Lemma 2.6. For the reverse inequality, let X ⊆ J with
|X|< d · u(1, ). Put
A= {a ∈ P() : a ∩  = (∪(a ∩ ))+ 1},
Bk =
⋃
nk
{(n+ 1) ∪ c : c ∈ P(− )}
for k ∈ , and
Cf =
⋃
n∈
{(n+ 1) ∩ b : b ∈ P(− ) and f (n)b}
for f ∈ (P()). For each D ∈ X, pick kD ∈  and fD ∈ (P()) so that D ⊆
A ∪ BkD ∪ CfD . By Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, there is g ∈ (P()) such that the set {n ∈  :
g(n)fD(n)} is inﬁnite for every D ∈ X. Then Cg ∈ J . Given D ∈ X, pick n ∈  so that
n>kD and g(n)fD(n). Then (n+ 1) ∪ fD(n) ∈ Cg −D. Thus J =⋃D∈XP (D). 
So the following problem remains open: Assuming that > and = d · u(1, ), does
there exist A ∈ I+, such that (I,|A)+
→≺ ((I,|A)
+)2?
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Let us conclude with another question: Is it consistent (relative to some large cardinal
hypothesis) that I+,
→≺ (I
+
,)
2 for some d?
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